About the product:
https://www.allgatekeeper.com/
AllGateKeeper is technology and set of services that change the way how people operate
various gates in restricted vehicle access areas.
By utilizing Internet of Things technology AllGateKeeper provides new comfort, convenience
and process simplification for regular or temporarily access to restricted parking areas which
most of us use in everyday life in both home and work. In a very near future AllGateKeeper will
also provide a new way for paid parking payments/authorization, parking sharing for
commercial property inhabitants and local community drivers and additional services for
property management companies.
Features:

Services:

Details:

How it works:

In order to connect to AllGateKeeper special AllGateKeeper Gateway is installed into any
automatic barrier or gate opener. Installation takes less than 30 minutes and can be done as
DIY or by an entry level electrician.
Gateway enables remote control and management of the gate via AllGateKeeper cloud
platform via Internet using any smart phone, tablet or computer. No more radio transmitters or
RF ID cards are required!

AllGatekeeper depending on application areas and usage scenario provides several services allows in real time to administer users with permanent or temporarily access, send electronic
invitations to guests for temporarily access with exact geo location of the gate, so user can then
use defined navigation app to get directions to it. AllGatekeeper also automates pass office
business processes allowing implementation of any complex logic for guest access
request/approval and providing tracking of guests at the commercial property.
AllGateKeeper services replace guards at the entrance that check if vehicle has the right to
access or not, significantly lowers manual paperwork of employees at the pass office. This
personnel can contribute up to 60% of operations expenses of property management company.

Target clients:

For Offices:

For Hotels and Condominiums

For Private Houses

For Parking Areas and Malls

Sales model:
The price of set of equipment is 20.000 rubles and service fee is 150-500 rubles per one parking lot per day.

Research questions to student teams
1. Estimate market potential of this service in EU (chose 1-2 countries for analysis);
2. Identify the most attractive segments of the market to enter;
3. Identify the main competitors and provide their analysis;
4. Identify all possible distribution channels and marketing strategies for them.
5. Do we need to localize equipment production in Europe OR concentrate on export of equipment from
Russia? Today equipment is produced in Russia based on foreign components.
6 Based on current sales model provide alternative models for company (e.g. to provide equipment without
payment and to charge service fees).

